Reflection Starter Phrases

- Objective questions
  - What happened when ____________________?
  - What have you tried with ____________________?
- Interpretive questions
  - Why do you think ____________________?
  - What do you think would happen if ____________________?
- Comparative questions
  - Knowing that, what would you do next time…?
  - How did that compare to ____________________?

Supportive Feedback Starter Phrases
- “You really got it when you ____________________.”
- “I noticed that you did ____________________.
  That really worked well for keeping the children engaged.”
- “It was great to see ____________________.”
- “I saw you do ____________________.
  It was a perfect example of ____________________.”

Constructive Feedback Starter Phrase
- Tell me a little bit about
  - What you were thinking when you …
  - What you were thinking when Mikel …
- One way I’ve observed this handled effectively is when another teacher or home visitor…
- Something that you might try…